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ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD GAME APPARATUS , 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to board games and particu 
larly to board games involving land management for 
pollution control. 
There is need for a board game which deals with sev 

eral major environmental concepts including: the 
mathematical nature of population growth; the need 
for land use planning; and air pollution, its causes and 
effects. 
As the player becomes competitively involved in the 

game he must make many decisions concerning the 
welfare of his environment. “Environmental trade 
offs,” or the decisions to pollute because it represents 
the lesser of two evils, have to be made by each player, 
in a never ending struggle to survive in a rapidly chang 
ing game environment. 
Population growth is a concept infrequently under~ 

stood. It is usually thought of as a steady, but gradual, 
increase, and seldom recognized as the explosive, expo 
nential growth that it is. 
The fact that the world’s human population is dou 

bling in less than 40 years has little impact on many 
who have not experienced and are ‘not experiencing its 
consequences. Applicant’s game provides a simpli?ed 
but accurate picture of the mathematical nature of 
population growth and gives the player an opportunity 
to feel some of the pressures brought to bear as a conti‘ 
nent becomes overcrowded. 
One of the most important natural resources that an 

area can have is agriculturally viable land. Potentially 
good agricultural land is de?ned by such characteristics ‘ 
as being: naturally fertile, topographically ?at or gently 
rolling, and well drained. Most of these characteristics 
make the land economically desirable for, and place it 
in competition with, other usages including: highway 
and airport construction, housing development, land?ll 
development, and power line construction. 

Historically, resource studies and planning programs 
have seldom been undertaken until extensive misuse 
has produced discomfort for a majority of the inhabit 
ants. Applicant’s game on the other hand provides the 
player with a complete, color coded‘ survey of the agri 
cultural resource potential of his continent. What he 
does in terms of using this information to guide the de 
velopment of his continent will depend on his strategy 
and skill. 
Lack of research, and problems in developing the 

necessary technology to identify and measure air con 
taminants, and their effects on human life, have re 
sulted in air pollution being one of the most difficult 
forms of pollution to control. 
The effects of air pollution are nebulous and difficult 

to measure, however, awareness of their widespread 
occurrence is becoming more evident. The destruction 
of agricultural crops, etching away of priceless art 
works, rapid deterioration of paint and human deaths 
have placed the combined costs of air pollution‘ in bi] 
lions of dollars per year, to say nothing of aesthetics. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Applicant chooses to call his game “SURVIVE‘.” 
SURVIVE is a board game for two, three, or four play 
ers, designed to provide each player with an opportu 
nity to use skill and chance in guiding the development 
of an imaginary continent as it progresses from a virtu 
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2 
ally uninhabited natural condition to an overpopulated, 
industrialized area. 
The imaginary continent is subdivided into 50 unde 

veloped wilderness districts with soil potentials varying 
from good (green), to medium (brown), to poor (yel 
low). The player should imagine hlimselfin the position 
of an autocratic ruler or owner of the continent, with 
the responsibility of guiding its development. 
Each player begins the game with a sum of play cur 

rency, small population and a pure environment. As the 
game progresses these conditions usually worsen, and 
in order to “SURVIVE” and win, the player must avoid 
the following pitfalls, any one of which will result in his 
losing the game. I 

1. Running out of space for an expanding population. 
2. Failure to provide adequate agricultural develop 
ment to feed his population. , 

3. Experiencing financial failures due to air pollution 
penalties. 

The last player to “SURVIVE” after all others have 
lost is the game winner. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a game board according to 
the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a bracketed view of a representative set of 

cards to be placed on the place marked “RESEARCH 
& DEVELOPMENT" in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a bracketed view of a plurality of cards con 

stituting a set of cards to be placed on the area marked 
“ECONOMICS OF AIR POLLUTION” in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a bracketed view of a plurality of different 

game pieces employed in playing the present game; and 
FIG. 5 represents a quantity of play money employed 

in playing the game. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The game board 2 is preferably foldable along a 
transverse line 4, when the game is not in use, for con 
venient storage. The game board 2 has delineated 
thereon an outer play path'6 divided into a multiplicity 
of sequential areas, each containing directions for a 
player’s next step in playing the ‘game, as'will be de 
scribed‘ in more detail later. The central area 8 of the 
game board 2 has delineated thereon a plurality of 
identical land masses or continents 10. Each continent 
10 is divided into the 50 numbered districts shown and 
groups of the districts are differently colored. For ex 
ample, the different districts are hatched for the color 
ing of green, brown and yellow as shown. The green 
districts have high agricultural potential and their de 
velopment cost is listed at $5,000 per district. The 
brown districts are of only medium agricultural poten 
tial and their development cost is $10,000 per district. 
The yellow districts are of low agricultural potential 
and their development cost is set. at $15,000 per dis 
trict. The development costs referred to above are the 
costs incurred in developing the land to economically 
productive agricultural land. According to the game 
rules, when a player’s game piece lands on a square in 
the playing path 6 permitting, for example, $15,000 de 
velopment, the player may choose any combination of 
districts whose development costs total 3 15,000. 
Adjacent each continent or land mass 10 on the 

board 2 is an indicator 12 comprising a movable 
pointer 14 movable along a guideway 16 and along a 
scale 18 representing different levels of pollution. 
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The central area of the game board 2 also includes 
delineated areas 20 and 22, upon which the decks of 
cards shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, respectively, are placed. 
As a player moves his game piece along the path 6 in 
a manner to be described, he may land on a square di 
recting him to select a card from one or the other of 
these decks. If his game piece lands on a square la 
belled RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT, he has the 
option to deposit $10,000 in the bank and draw a card 
from the deck, or he may purchase one of the cards 
from another player having one. Once obtained, a card 
may be held for future use and then returned to the 
deck. A player may accumulate any numbervof these 
cards. 
The RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT cards shown 

in FIG. 2 comprise a plurality of individual cards 24, 
each of which bears instructions and most of which di 
rect the reduction of the pollution reading on that play— 
er’s indictor 12. 
The deck of cards shown in FIG. 3 comprises individ 

ual cards 26 designed to teach the economics of air pol 
lution, that is, the economic costs attributable to the 
situations depicted on the individual cards. A card from 
this stack is selected when a player’s movable playing 
piece stops on a square of path 6 directing such selec 
tion, the directions on the card are to be followed im 
mediately and the card returned to the bottom of the 
deck. 
Other squares of the path 6 direct the placement of 

facilities on the player's continent. For example, in 
FIG. 4, 28 indicates a playing piece representing agri 
cultural development and a player must maintain at 
least one per each four-house group. These pieces may 
also be purchased from the bank. Playing pieces 30 in 
dicate land occupied by the depicted facilities, numeral 
32 indicates playing pieces representing single or rural 
residence units or houses, indicative of sparse popula 
tion and playing pieces 34 represent groups of urban 
houses, indicative of high population density. FIG. 5 
merely illustrates samples of play money 36 used with 
the game, as will be described. 
Each player is provided with a movable playing piece 

38 (FIG. 4) which may be individually identified by 
color or other indicia. The game equipment also in 
cludes a pair of dice 40 to be used in determining the 
extent of advance of each player’s piece 38 along the 
path 6. 

PLAY OF THE GAME 

The game board should be positioned so that each 
player faces his continent and air pollution monitor, lo 
cated to the right of the continent. Each monitor 
should read zero at'the beginning of the game. Both the 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT and ECONOMICS 
OF AIR POLLUTION cards should be shuffled and 
placed in the appropriate rectangles near the center of 
the game board. One of the players or an additional 
person should be elected banker. The banker then dis 
tributes $45,000 in play currency to each player, di 
vided as follows, 2-$l0,000, 445,000, 4—$l,000, 
l—$500, and $5-l00. The banker also assumes respon 
sibility for collection of penalties, payment of rewards 
and distribution of all game pieces such as houses, land 
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fills, agricultural land, etc. Each player should choose 6 
a token or game piece 38 to represent him as he moves 
around the game board. Each token should be placed 
on the square labeled “G0” at the beginning of the 

4 
game. Each player should be provided with one house 
representing the original population of his continent. 
The house must be positioned in one of the 50 districts 
on the continent. The decision where to place it will de 
pend on the player’s strategy for future land use. How 
ever, once positioned the house cannot be moved 
throughout the remainder of the game. 
Each player rolls the dice once, and the player with 

the highest total begins the game by rolling the dice 
again and moving his token the number of spaces indi 
cated by the dice. After he has completed his turn, play 
then proceeds to the next player to the left and play 
continues around the board. When play returns to the 
original player, he again rolls the dice and moves his 
token from the square where he landed to the square 
indicated by the latest roll of the dice. Two or more to 
kens may rest on the same square at the same time. 
Player doubles number of houses on his continent 

when he lands on square labeled “YOUR POPULA-. 
TION HAS DOUBLED,” unless he holds an appropri 
ate RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT card. Houses 
may be placed on continent in two ways: 

1. URBAN DEVELOPMENT — four houses per dis 

trict placed on any district regardless of potential. 
Must complete one set before beginning another. 
Each completed urban district must be accompa 
nied by an agricultural district or the player will 
lose the game. 

2. RURAL DEVELOPMENT -— one house per 

GREEN district (restricted to high agricultural po 
tential districts). All urban (non-green) districts in 
progress must be completed before rural develop 
ment is started. Once developed, rural districts 
cannot be used again, except for continued devel 
opment into an urban development. If this is done, 
conversion of one district must be complete before 
another is begun. 
Rural developments are self-supporting and need 
no supporting agricultural lands. 

A player may alternate between the two options (urban 
and rural) as the game progresses. Once placed on a 
district, houses cannot be removed, however, more can 
be added. 
Example: player has two urban developments com 

pleted, and three agricultural land districts, when 
he lands on “YOUR POPULATION HAS DOU 
BLED.” He may decide to add one more urban de 
velopment (since he has enough agricultural land 
to support it) plus four rural developments, which 
needs no additional agricultural support. This 
would satisfy his population doubling and save him 
having to immediately develop more agricultural 
land. Later he may wish to return to more urban 
development. 

Each player has an air pollution monitor consisting of 
a sliding pointer and a scale marked from 0 to 16. Six 
teen represents the highest concentration of air pollut 
ants possible, in the air over the player’s continent. 
The monitor will increase as player lands on various 

air pollution penalty squares. 
Pollutors are defined as groups of four houses per dis 

trict, airports, highways, factories, and incinerators. 
The monitor will decrease when player: 
1. lands on appropriate air cleaning square 
2. pays bank $2,000 per point lowered 
3. holds appropriate RESEARCH & DEVELOP 
MENT card 
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When a player’s indicator shows air pollution in ex 
cess of 16 he must: 

pay bank $2,000 per point in excess of 16. 
Example: player incurs a penalty of 7 points while 
monitor reads 13. He increases monitor to 16 
and pays four point penalty at $2,000 per point 
or $8,000. 

Player remains vulnerable to penalty throughout 
game. 

ADDING LAND FILLS 
Players with four or more houses, landing on square 

labeled “LAND FILLS OR INCINERATOR” must add 
one land fill per four houses or one incinerator. With 
fewer‘than four houses penalty is ignored. 
ADDING POWER LINES 
Player landing on square labeled “POWER LINES” 

must add one per four houses on his continent. With 
fewer than four houses penalty is ignored. 
Land Fills and Power Lines are not pollutors but are 

considered penalties since they permanently occupy 
districts which may be needed later. 
SELLING DISTRICTS 
Player landing on square providing him with an op 

tion of selling one of a group of speci?ed districts, may 
do so at a substantial pro?t, received from bank. In re 
turn place appropriately labeled cardboard square on 
the district chosen. 
A decision not to sell, or lack of available space, re 

sults in payment of penalty to bank as instructed. 
AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDY 
Collect from bank $5,000 per excess agricultural 

land district (see AGRICULTURAL LAND). Excess 
land districts are those beyond number needed to sup 
port urban populations. 

Example: player with ?ve urban developments and 
eight agricultural land districts would receive 
subsidy for three districts ($15,000) Rural devel 
opments need no agricultural support. ' 

MONEY BORROWING 
Money may be borrowed from fellow player on terms 

agreeable to both but may not be borrowed from bank. 
PLAYER LOSES GAME 
Player must retire from further play when he experi 

ences one of the three pitfalls described under “GAME 
DESCRIPTION.” 
SHORTER GAME VERSION 
Players may shorten playing time by beginning game 
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6 
with: 

I. More than one house population 
2. One or more polluters added to each player’s con 

tinent. 
3. One or more points on their air pollution monitors. 
The foregoing are merely illustrative of preferred 

methods of playing the game and preferred speci?c 
moves. It is to be understood, however, that the rules 
and/or speci?c content of any direction square on path 
6 or on cards 24 or 26 may be changed without depart 
ing from the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. Game apparatus comprising a playing board hav 

ing a continuous playing path therearound and a cen 
tral area; means in said central area de?ning represen 
tations of a plurality of identical land areas; means simi~ 
larly dividing each of said land areas into a plurality of 
districts; a movable indicator means adjacent each land 
area cooperating with indicia indicating pollution levels 
in its associated land area; at least two sets of cards re 
spectively identifying game moves dependent on the 
indicated pollution in a player’s land area or to de 
crease said pollution; a plurality of game pieces dimen 
sioned to ?t within the outline of a district, some repre 
senting houses and others representing a plurality of 
different land uses, including agriculture, affecting en 
vironment; said playing path being divided into sequen~ 
tial areas each having directions for a player and some 
directing placement of a game piece on a land area, se 
lection of a card from one of said. sets of cards, or di 
recting movement of a player’s indicator means, play 
ing pieces for placement along said path and; means for 
determining the extent of movement of playing pieces 
along said path. 

2. Game apparatus as de?ned in claim 1 including 
means differently identifying different groups of said 
districts of each land area. 

3. Game apparatus as de?ned in claim 1 wherein at 
least some of the cards of at least one of said sets of 
cards are provided with means directing speci?c move 
ments of a player’s pollution indicator. 

4. Game apparatus as defined in claim 1 wherein the 
cards of at least one of said sets of cards are provided 
with means directing a bonus or penalty the size of 
which is dependent on the position of a player’s pollu 
tion indicator. 

* * * * =0! 


